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Members of Holy Shepherd,

What do you think of when you reflect on 2020?    Ponder some words:   change, adaptability, resilience, 

passion, commitment, love, faith, loss, gratitude, shortage, hopefulness, sadness, wondering, waiting, 

courage.

Well, never in a million years, would I have foreseen pandemic.  As I reflect on 2020, I am acutely aware 

that we live in a world where things can change in a moment. By late fall in 2019, we called Pastor Michael 

and welcomed the call of Pastor Courtney as our new co-pastors.  At our last annual meeting in 2020 we 

celebrated the work of transition and looked forward to what was next.  Then, as life does, just when you 

are ready to go … things change.  

I am a Lord of the Rings fan and this time in our lives reminds me of a line from J.R.R. Tolkien’s book where 

Frodo, who has accepted a seemingly impossible job of deposing a powerful ring, becomes discouraged.  

He speaks this line to his wizard guide, Gandolf:  “I wish it need not have happened in my time," said 

Frodo. "So do I," said Gandalf, "and so do all who live to see such times. But that is not for them to decide. 

All we have to decide is what to do with the time that is given us.”  Like Frodo we could have ceased 

functioning during this pandemic and sat it out,  paralyzed, but that is not what we let happen.  So while 

many things have been difficult and challenging,  God remained our constant, never failing source of 

strength in his faithfulness to us.

After we closed the building in March, our staff went into immediate action with great dedication and 

problem-solving creativity to help us continue in the work of the Spirit.    Within a week, worship moved 

to an on-line platform so that we could connect with our community and still hear the word.  Bible 

studies, devotionals, developing ways to make sure people without the internet could receive worship 

materials, phone calls to check in, new ways to record music, our Re-gathering Team trying to figure out 

how to use our facility and provide us guidelines.  People found a way.  Many people have volunteered to 

participate in worship, do food drives, figure out how to record themselves, mute and unmute themselves 

on Zoom, and continued to give generously.   I am grateful for all of this and the countless things I didn’t 

mention or don’t even realize have happened by people who did God’s work in a more quiet or subtle 

manner.  God is faithful, you are loved and not forgotten.

Now let us step forward into 2021 with courage,  hope and the continuing mission of what God calls us to 

do in this world. God is alive and active all around us, so let us move forward with strength, hope, 

compassion, and faithfulness and be the disciple God calls us to be.

Yours in faith and gratitude,

Diane Klinkerfues

President’s Report
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Pastor’s Report

Worshipping and Growing Together in Christ, Serving and Reaching Out Joyfully to All.

Holy Shepherd, in 2020, a year filled with all kinds of darkness, you “let your light shine.”  You let your light shine 
in ways that proclaimed to our neighbors and the world that our God is the God of life, mercy, transformation 
and love.  When we reflect on 2020, our report to you is profound gratitude.  In a year that has been like no 
other in Holy Shepherd’s history or in any of our lifetimes, we, your pastors, want to share with you our 
profound, “Thank you.”

You, Holy Shepherd are a caring, adaptive and resilient people.  Throughout this year, you have continually 
reached out with a generous heart to care for your neighbor.   We have witnessed you intentionally stepping up 
in familiar and new ways, to say to our neighbors, “We sincerely care about you.”  You have faced challenges 
with a generosity and faithfulness that is true gift to us and to God’s kingdom.

Who knew, when we started 2020 that we would be thrown into a world that swirled with hardly anything 
familiar.  That’s what happened and we continued to proclaim that God is faithful and active in our world, even 
in 2020.  Because you opened yourselves to the Spirit moving among us, people experiencing homelessness 
were sheltered, fed and cared for.  Because of your generosity of finances, time and efforts, an ever-growing 
number of people who are hungry in our community, were fed and loved.

We have taken some very initial steps towards beginning to understand how racial injustice marks our world 
and our community. These are difficult conversations, and we stand at the beginning of a long road. We are 
grateful for those of you who have asked questions, made suggestions, wondered, and engaged this important 
topic from multiple viewpoints. We have a lot to learn as a community, and we trust that the God that has been 
faithful thus far will continue to lead and guide us.

When we were unable to gather together at 9th and Kipling for worship on the weekend, we went from three 
services on a weekend to between 170 to 200 services on a weekend.  Whew, maybe that’s why we’re tuckered 
out.  We learned that we can adapt to extreme change as a worshipping community.  In fact, we celebrate the 
growing number of people that are generously offering themselves to be a part of the worship experience.  To 
each and every one of you that offered your gifts for our worship services, a BIG “Thank you.”  Seeing and 
hearing you has enriched our faith community in ways you may never know.  Please know, you mattered and are 
cherished for who you are and for sharing who you are in worship. Thank you.

Holy Shepherd, as you read the Annual Report this year, seek out the light of Christ that illumines these pages, 
it’s there.  You will read more about your loving and caring hearts.  Quite possibly, you will see challenges that 
we face and the dedication to address these challenges, with God’s help.  Most of all, look for God.  Look for the 
Spirit that continues to flow through you and into God’s kingdom.  God’s here in these pages because God is 
with you.  

2021 will be filled with new opportunities to be God’s Church in the world that we live.  It will have familiar and 
new challenges.  There will be ambiguities that we can not imagine.  May our journey through 2020 remind us 
of at least this one assurance, God will be faithful.  We may gather differently, worship differently, grow 
differently and serve differently, reach out differently AND with God’s help, we will continue to let our light 
shine.

Thank you,
Pastor Courtney and Pastor Michael
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Ministry Reports

Altar Guild
The weekly tasks that the Altar Guild would normally perform each weekend came to a 
dramatic halt when worship services were canceled in March.  The quick shift was made to 
recorded services and in that transition Karen Novess stepped forward in so many ways.   She 
worked to make each worship service look how we would have expected if we were sitting in a 
pew in the sanctuary – the candles, paraments and baptismal font.  Many long hours were spent 
in preparing for the special services for Lent, Easter, All Saints, Thanksgiving, Advent and the 
Christmas Season.   A very special thank you to Karen for making this year look normal and 
making us feel more at home as we watched the recording of each weekly worship service.

Assisting Ministers & Readers
As we moved into the world of virtual worship in March 2020,  the use of assisting ministers 
& readers began slowly as we tried to figure out how to create worship videos for youtube.  

Once we began to expand and invite others to create videos in their homes/surroundings 
as an assisting minister or reader, the ministry began to grow in ways we were not expecting. 
Many people, who generally would not lead worship in-person, have come forward to share 

their gifts in ways that are more comfortable for them. Their willingness to learn the technology has been a 
gift! We began with 3 assisting ministers and now have 7. And our reader ministry has have given the 

opportunity to many others, who were not involved before as readers, to share their gifts.  People have 
challenged themselves to learn new technology and have persevered through some frustration.  During this 

past year, as we have tried to stay connected, these ministries have grown in new and unexpected ways.

Praise Team
2020 added a new twist on how to continue providing music for worship!
A singing group of ten suddenly providing music in the same way, was not 
an option. Enter technology! After some quick learning on how to record 
at home, the music continued and although it could not be shared in person, 
it could be shared through recordings. The intentionality of picking music for worship never changed however.
It was still picked to go with a theme, season, scripture and with the intent of adding to the meaningfulness of 
worship. The group has had to shrink a bit, but now with COVID safety protocols for recording and some new 
equipment at church, the hope is to provide more recordings of the entire praise team. It is a change that has 
made us more grateful for the opportunity to create music together with friends and the congregation and we 
will be thrilled to share that again in 2021! Nothing can stop our joyful praise to God!

Diane Klinkerfues

Chancel Choir & HandBells
Virtual worship at Holy Shepherd thankfully has included 

our excellent musicians but in a very different format. Mostly 
recorded from the safety of our homes but the Chancel Choir and 

Handbell have thoroughly enjoyed the few in-person recording 
sessions that we have been able to participate in. Hopefully more to 

come until we can happily return to our preferred routine of 
singing and worshipping together.

Dave Gleason      
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Worship & Music
The focus this year for the Music & Worship Team included the hiring of 
our new organist Jordan Ortman, planning for the virtual worship year, 
and M&W budget needs. We are all thrilled with Jordan's work and 
welcome him to our Holy Shepherd family. The Music & Worship Team 
did meet in the early stages of the pandemic to discuss what our virtual 
worship would look like, but we also have a worship planning team at 
Holy Shepherd that plans the bulk of the Holy Shepherd worship services.
Beyond this important planning, we spent the end of the year discussing 
budget needs and have submitted our request for 2021. We hope to 
discuss a return to in-person worship soon!

Worship Planning Teams
2020 did not change the work of the worship planning teams. Despite the fact that all of our planning meetings 

have been held through zoom, the work of creating meaningful worship has continued to happen with a team that 
listens and responds to the Spirit and one another. Creating virtual worship has been a new challenge, but it has 

opened our eyes as to how we connect with the community, not only in-person but outside our building.  
This time of distancing has begun to lay down the work that needs to be done in the future as to how worship 

will “look” in-person and beyond our walls. Thank you to Linda TeKrony, Meredith Lusby, Diane Klinkerfues, 
Gaylene Szaltzer, Darlene Mader, Karen Novess and Pastors Courtney & Michael for their dedication to 

this ministry and the new and exciting future that has presented itself.

Home Communion
Prior to this pesky little global pandemic, Holy Shepherd reached 
out to five to seven home centered members by bringing the gifts 

of Holy Communion to their homes.  Six Home Communion 
ministers were sent each week.  We look forward to resuming this 

vital ministry when it becomes safe for both the recipients and 
the home communion ministers.

Men’s Bible Study/Breakfast  
The group has shrunk.  Members help one another. I have 
learned to fit the program into the interests of men who 

have come to share a lean breakfast in the snow.    
Bob Gordon

WNL Adult Ed
This class meets each Wednesday night at 6:30pm as part of Wednesday Night Life.  We explore many 
inspirational topics using DVDs and discussion.  We were able to meet in January and part of February.  We also 
held three Zoom classes in November.  Some of the subjects were:  The people who founded the Salvation 
Army, Man of Galilee, Apostles’ Creed, Corrie ten Boom, and City of Hebron.  The DVDs always provide insight 
and a chance to discuss our beliefs.  It is a privilege to lead this class.

Bonnie Yockstick



Sunday Morning Adult Ed
The Sunday Adult Ed group has 
continued to meet on Zoom during
the pandemic. We have enjoyed 
working our way through the book 
of Ecclesiastes and reading 
Scripture with different eyes during 
this season of pandemic. It has been a delightful surprise to 
encounter members from other services in Zoom small groups. 
Because we have been able to use Zoom small groups each 
week, we are learning from one another in new ways. We are 
grateful for shared insights and new friendships. 

Faith Formation: Growing with Jesus (Age 2- 5th Grade)

How do we “do” Faith Formation with our youth when we can’t be together? Easy – we support families in their 
homes to “Pass on Faith” to their children!  As the Faith Formation team pondered this question, it became clear to 
us that this was an opportunity to transition from our emphasis on coming to the church building for education to 
working together with families at home and church to feed and nourish youth as they grow in their faith.  Good 
News Bag, which includes lessons, games, activities, crafts etc.,  were introduced which give tools for families to 
use in their homes to teach their children at times that work for them in their lives.  Bags are dropped off at their 

houses for each liturgical season. We also have met with the youth 
via zoom to stay connected and catch up. 

And  . . .  we have also hosted Cross-generational events for all ages 
to grow together in faith – to stay connected with the larger 

church family. We look forward to 2021 to continue this relationship –
home and church – and what that will look like in the future. 

Women’s Afternoon Bible Study 
Meet twice monthly, Mondays at 1:00 P.M. 

Number of people involved: 10

We finished the book of Ephesians early 
in the year and then studied the 

book of Daniel.  We did our studies mostly on Zoom in the Spring and Fall.  
During the warmer months we met at Addenbrooke Park.  

Daniel contains fascinating stories from his life as an exile in Babylon where he served as an advisor to the 
greatest kings of his time.  God gives Daniel the gift of interpreting dreams and visions that foretell the 

future, and toward the end of the book, some are given only to Daniel.  In the last vision, a heavenly being 
gives him a message for Israel and for all of us: “ Your people shall be delivered . . . many who sleep in the 

dust of the earth shall awake . . . those who are wise shall shine like the brightness of the sky, and those 
who lead many to righteousness, like the stars forever and ever.” (Daniel 12: 1-3)

Pat Mohrbacher                                                
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Tuesday Morning Women’s Bible Study
The Women’s Bible Study on Tuesday met 3 times in 2020 - January, February & October. We currently have 6-7 
members. The Study Guide we use is the magazine “Gather”. We take turns leading our group in Bible study. Our 
topics have been: “We are Called: Disciples of Christ, In Holy Times & Just Love.  Offerings at the end of each year 
goes to The Action Center, Navajo Missions and the ELCA Good Gifts. We have been keeping in contact with each 
other by calling one another.                Betty Morris/Doris Frick

Thursday Lectionary
The Thursday Bible study group continues to 
meet weekly to study the Scripture text for 
the following Sunday. While we have been 

meeting on Zoom, this community has 
continued to pray for one another, laugh 

together, and learn from each other. Because 
of the transition to Zoom we have been able 

to connect with many folks who were not 
regular participants in this Bible study prior 
to Covid. We have also greatly enjoyed the 

Narrative Lectionary series and learning how 
Biblical texts are connected to one another. 
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Confirmation
Like many, confirmation gathered weekly at the beginning of the year.  We explored Luther’s catechism, what it 
means to be a Lutheran, the Bible and more.  Then…we were scattered by the pandemic and due to zoom 
overload for some, we rested in God’s faithfulness.  We are planning on gathering in the new year to explore 
how we might articulate our faith, today, in our world.  Because of God, the students and their families, this 
promises to be a blessed time filled with question, proclamation and love.

Book Club 
The Holy Shepherd Book Club meets the third Tuesday of each month in 

the church library. The group reads and discusses a variety of books which 
are picked by members. In 2020, we were only able to meet in January 
and February. During the pandemic, we met at Addenbrooke Park and 

in the church Columbarium for a fun time of socializing 
(masks on & 6 feet apart). We are looking forward to meeting 

in person again in 2021. All book lovers are welcome! 
Bonnie Yockstick

Writing Group   
The Writers’ Group, which consists of about ten people, held its 
regular meetings at the church in January, February, and March, 
then we took a pandemic break.  We met again in June, August, and 
October at Addenbrooke Park, socially distanced and masked, of 
course.  No matter where we met, we enjoyed each other’s friendship 
and shared our stories, and writing about pandemic positives certainly 
put a different perspective on our experiences.  It also made us 
realize how precious time is when spent with others during a time of 
social isolation.

Carol Rossini

Before COVID

Abundant Living
Stewardship For All 

In our second year of participating in the 
Synod program Stewardship for All 
Seasons the Abundant Living team 

worked hard on this Fall’s stewardship 
appeal. We are excited that nearly the 
same number of people who turned in 
cards for 2020 also turned them in for 

2021. Especially given that we have been 
unable to gather in person, the day to 

drop off cards was snowy and cold, and 
all of the complexities of Covid-19, we 

are so grateful for the number of people 
who mailed, emailed, or dropped off 
their commitment cards. Thank you!

Jr. & Sr. High Youth
This year has been a challenge for the Jr. & Sr. High youth to stay 
connected as a group. So much of our time spent together in the 
past, has been for service work and fellowship – 2 areas that 
make it difficult to do in this time of social distancing and masks. 
We have met for a couple of service projects but realize the 
difficulty of staying within the COVID protocols has been a 
challenge.  Larger group gatherings (National and Local) that we 
always look forward to participating in have been either 
postponed or cancelled. 
We have been grateful for 
many of our youth that 
have shared their gifts in 
worship and 
Cross-generational events. 
We will continue to widen 
that participation, and we 
look forward to 2021 to find 
ways that allow us to serve 
and gather and think outside the box. 



Missions  
The Missions Team met sparingly for the first 6 months of 2020. Over the 
summer we worked with people from Lutheran Church of the Master via 
Zoom to identify activities we could do together to celebrate God’s Work 
Our Hands in September. Several options were discussed, but due to Covid
restrictions, the only one we successfully implemented was a joint blood drive, which was held on September 16 
at Holy Shepherd. We had a great turnout and filled thirty five available donation slots. 
This summer, we approved new Missionaries, Gabi and Meghan Aelabouni, serving with Young Adults in Global 
Mission in Jerusalem. Kirsten Laderach had completed her service in Madagascar earlier in the year.

Due to Covid restrictions, we were not able to carry out our normal fundraising activities throughout the year. We 
held a drive-through event in November, where we collected food for the Action Center, and over 150 hats, 
mittens, scarves, and socks for the Action Center and Eiber elementary school. We also received over $1000 in 
cash contributions for ELCA World Hunger and other organizations we support. We had a great turnout, and 
totally filled the Action Center truck with food. Thank you everyone for your generous support! As a bonus, we 
were also able to celebrate Shirley and Larry Bradsby’s 80th birthdays in person (socially distanced of course) at 
the same time!

Over the year, the congregation has donated generously, both through pledged donations and to meet special 
needs. We have been able to provide support for additional needs of the Action Center, Eiber elementary, and 
Family Promise. We have also been working with Eiber to help the teachers get Christmas gifts and food 
certificates. We are so grateful for your continuous support! Over 30 Thrivent grants were written this year by 
members of Holy Shepherd to support a variety of outreach projects in our community. We are very grateful to

Pastor Courtney, who has been a wonderful support and help to 
get Mission work done even in these crazy times.

The Council has recommended a 1% increase in the Missions 
budget for next year, so we look forward to our ability to help 

and support our community in even greater ways.

Submitted by the Missions Team: Susan and Michael Boehm, 

Shirley and Larry Bradsby, Amy Evancheck, Jim and Paula Freeman, 

Susan Linner, Chair
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Family Promise
Our Family Promise team has not met since the COVID virus invaded our lives. However, a new team member 
has agreed to join us and I am so pleased and excited to have her expertise on the F.P. Team. In addition, 
communication channels were opened between Holy Shepherd and Lutheran Church of the Master (LCOM). One 
of the LCOM members is very interested in Family Promise and has recruited more of her church members to 
help with food and supplies for the families in need. We plan to have a shared Family Promise training event 
when the virus subsides and we can meet in person.

Our ministry has served Holy Shepherd by continuing to support the families that are housed in the extended 
stay motel and the families that are staying in the new F.P. House. Our ministry feeds the families in the motel by 
supplying them with grocery cards that they use to purchase their own food and by making and delivering food 
to the families that reside in the F.P. House.

By engaging in zoom meetings with other Family Promise coordinators and the staff at the F. P. Day Site it has 
become clear how many families are in need in our community and there are not enough resources to help 
them. There are so many more homeless families with children that we are not able to reach due to lack of 
resources and the COVID virus; the numbers keep increasing.

Cheryl Holz



WNL Cook Team
This season has changed my life, 

and I would venture to say it has changed everyone’s.

For me, personally, family members that were spread out across 
the country, came home to live and work together. Jobs changed, 

employment ebbed and flowed. The basics became more of a focus; Where can you afford to live? 
What do you do? How do we all live together with a few and apart from so many others?

Making a meal for my church family (the WNL ministry) changed into caring for my family, who now is relying on 
a small group (our COVID team) for almost all daily fulfillment. I’ve learned that my service to some depends on 

my not being needed by others. It’s an ever changing journey that is wonderful, but difficult to manage.

What doesn’t change is a commitment to serve, and I’ve seen my team branch out into many different areas of 
need in our community, from working at Jeffco Action Center to hosting food drives, to just caring for family 

members or those who are less able. We ventured into different areas because when we see a void 
we fill it. My hope is that filling life’s voids will bring us all together again.

Annette Gillcrist
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Prayer Shawl  

 We were able to meeting six times this year (four times in the 
church building and two times in the columbarium)

 Twenty-nine (29) shawls were given 
(including six for graduates)

The need for comfort during this season of pandemic has made us more 
aware of the power of giving and receiving of prayer shawls. Even 
though we could not gather around and lay hands on the recipient 
during the prayer, we found porch drop offs were the next best thing!!
The vitality of the ministry remains strong as our members continued to create beautiful shawls and baby 
blankets along with scarfs and hats for the Action Center. We were overjoyed to see one another in July and 
almost as important to drop off our accumulated handiwork.

Marcy Lloyd, Gaylene Szaltzer

Prayer Group
Meets twice monthly, Friday mornings at 10:00 Number of people involved: 5

We read and discussed portions of the book, “Beginning to Pray” by Archbishop Anthony Bloom, 
and spent time at each session praying for our church, our country, and for individual situations.

Among Bloom’s compelling messages is this quote from the chapter Going Inward.  “A moment comes . . . of 
despair and anguish and terror, which makes us cry, ‘Lord, have mercy, I am perishing!’  We discover that 
there is nothing in us that can give life . . . This is the point at which we can begin to knock at the door . . . 

beyond which there is (total and perfect) hope.”
Pat Mohrbacher    

Office Volunteers
Due to the COVID pandemic restrictions, the church office was closed in mid-March.  Since that time we have 
missed seeing our volunteers: Shirley Downey, Jackie Johnson and Audrey Prentiss.  In keeping with COVID 
protocol in the office, Barbara Burmeister, our volunteer treasurer has continued to come in each week.  She 
spends her time paying bills, data entry of contributions, preparing the payroll, and so much more!  We 
appreciate all the time and effort that Barbara puts into keeping us on track during these days when 
the office looks so different -but business has to continue as usual.
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Evangelism
This year instead of an Evangelism team like we’ve had in the past, a small group of folks gathered during the 
summer to read the book Growing Young. We learned about the characteristic of churches that attract young 
people like a commitment to service and authentic community. We also had some discussion about possible 
next steps, and got to know some of the young families in our congregation. We are excited about some of 

the events and opportunities we are planning for next tear. Stay tuned!

Columbarium
Don Johnson, in faithful dedication to Holy Shepherd Lutheran Church, 
devotedly served our Columbarium Ministry. At the time of his passing 

in 2020, he was the only member of record for the Ministry. He kept 
the records, ministered to the bereaved, and as he referred to himself 

was the grave digger. Don was in the process, for the enlightenment 
of his duties to a successor, when his untimely death occurred. Transition of the Ministry is now in progress. It 

would be of help if any former members of this Ministry would come forward to offer some insight as to the 
operational aspectsinvolved. Don's son Matt would like to continue to help with the physical part of the Ministry 

to honor his father's memory. If you feel that this is something you would like to help 
with please feel free to contact the Church.

In the Faith of God's Love, sincerely Gary Johnson

Vision Team
The vision team has been a team in transition this year. It’s purpose will be changing (with approval of the 
congregation at the annual meeting) to an exciting opportunity to develop and empower leaders at Holy 
Shepherd.

The objective will be to:

a. Develop leadership training for existing and future ministry leaders
b. Give people the opportunity to explore their potential as a leader
c. Uplift, encourage and support the unique gifts of leaders.
d. Teach and empower leaders to live out more fully the mission and vision of Holy Shepherd.

As chair of the team I would like to thank Tanja Warnick, Larry Lagerberg, and all the members of HSLC who 
joined us for important discussions in relation to the welfare of HSLC and its vision during a transitional period 
for their past service to the team as their terms have expired.

Faithfully submitted, Kevin Klinkerfues

PrimeTimers 2.0
PrimeTimers is a social group that gathers for activities like bingo or bunco, 
parties to celebrate holidays, or trips to local attractions.  A group of about 
twenty people were able to meet in January, February, and March, but we have 
been on hiatus ever since.  We miss gathering together but will resume 
just as soon as it is safe.

Carol Rossini, Jan Eckersley, Vera Crabb



Safety & Security
Early on, the S & S team got bids to upgrade our aging 

security systems: doors, windows, fire & smoke. We got prices to 
add panic buttons which would lock down the doors in the event 

that action was needed and solicited bids to install a security 
camera system.  Major discussions ensued struggling with 

this security camera monitoring question:  Active monitoring (real-time 24/7 monitoring of the images being 
picked up by the cameras) or Passive monitoring (saving images of events that has already happened). We 

decided that a passive camera monitoring system was the best fit for Holy Shepherd.
Then the pandemic (Covid 19) hit and trade talks with China introduced some potential supply system problems 

too. This summer, a hand rail was installed to provide more safety for folks using the pull-down stairs to access 
the elevated storage area (the old church balcony).

Jump ahead to September: we solicited bids to furnish and install a security camera system for HS.  We 
interviewed and walked each of the bidders through the project (all-in-all, a total of 6 bidders). We more 

carefully studied our physical plant and learned more and more about the various parts of security camera 
systems all of which helped us eventually winnow down the contractors to two.

Finally, on December 22, after much back and forth, we signed a contract with 
Network & Security Solutions with work to start as early as January 4, 2021.

The upgrade of the remainder of our security systems, including panic buttons, 
is on our “to do list” for 2021.

Respectfully submitted, The S & S Team

Bill Carmin, Kevin Klinkerfues, Susan Linner, Wally Settgast, Jim Freeman, chair
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Property & Grounds
Regarding the property, which really is effectively a “ministry of 
Holy Shepherd,” the church is more than just a building in hibernation. It really is a living entity in God’s Kingdom 
that requires constant attention and maintenance to keep it 
functioning properly in preparation to once again be joyfully occupied 
in the normal course of HSLC events, meetings, and services. As the 
new facilities manager, I’m getting to know all of the building issues 
and opportunities for improvement of HSLC ministries in the present and future .

What follows is just a sampling of the many ways the property has interacted with the HLSC community this 
year: We have housed the AmeriCorps volunteers during December of this year so that they could do God’s work 
at the JeffCo Action Center. We have worked with the City of Lakewood and West Metro Fire to approve a 
temporary change in the building codes that will allow use of the downstairs (multipurpose area) for a 24-hour 
sheltering opportunity for Family Promise in the event they may need that housing during the pandemic. There 
was an extremely successful food drive that was done in the parking lot for the Action Center and involved many 
Holy Shepherd volunteers. Further building use has been to do some small group activities for a short time late 
summer and early fall when the numbers were low. Currently, some video/audio recording work is being 
coordinated by the staff to enhance the worship experience. The Safety & Security committee has been working 
hard on planning for the installation of cameras and security infrastructure, which is expected to be completed in 
early January. Staff has also been working with vendors to significantly upgrade the entire Wi-Fi system of HLSC, 
as well as purchasing electronics in preparation for live streaming opportunities. Finally, the donated 
improvements in the columbarium were started in the fall and will be continued in 2021 until complete.

The staff at HLSC are a really hard working group of blessed people, committed to continue God's work in our 
community despite the limitations of the pandemic, and I am proud to be a member of the team.

Kevin Klinkerfues
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Caring Connection 

Our ministry has grown from being non-existent until established the 22nd of July to 43 callers at present.  
These individuals do much more than just make a few phone calls to establishing a connections between the 
callers, the individuals being called and Holy Shepherd Lutheran Church.  This is a caring ministry and many of 
those called have expressed their appreciation for the relationship.  

Our callers have grown in respecting the individual’s need for total respect of the confidentiality of the 
relationship and conversations and for the differences politically, socially and in other ways that may arise in 
conversations.  Our callers have been touched by the expressions of concern and continued well-being for the 
caller.  Callers often tell me that those individuals whom they call may call them if there is a delay in the next 
call.  Callers have on multiple occasions expressed to me concern for the people they are calling.  Their 
increasing compassion and empathy for those they call continues to be frequently expressed.   

I believe that people feel more connected to Holy Shepherd since this ministry began.  I hear repeatedly the 
desire to return to the physical site of the church but now it is always accompanied by the phrase “when it is 
safe for us to do so.”  Those making the comments state that they feel that they still are a part of the church.  
As I have talked with the people I call, many of those who were most lonely now talk about other people they 
are calling and are making other personal contacts.   An example one of my folks has given me are the 4 
women she knows who have lost a spouse during the past few months and her frequent calls to them.  Her 
neighbor with Alzheimer Disease is getting a daily phone call from her.  My belief is that when a caring 
connection is modeled to someone, it is practiced in a larger arena.

I have learned so much during the development of this ministry.  I have learned how fallible I am when it 
comes to computer communications.  I have learned how to develop and use more advanced skills like 
building a group address mailing heading rather than pulling up name by name.  I have learned what 
tremendous support was available to me from my team.  Not only were they always available to do the tasks 
they did but to give me feedback on the clarity of my written communications.  They offered input when 
needed and editing when I was unsure.  

As a rather new member of Holy Shepherd, I cannot wait to meet face-to-face with those I have called, those 
I’ve met in zoom groups and those who have called to talk with me about various issues.  I’ve learned to look 
for the reasons why something happened only if absolutely necessary and ways to simply look for solutions of 
the problem.  I have learned how very compassionate are the people of Holy Shepherd and that they are 
actively seeking ways in which to express their love and concern for others.  

Caring Connection History

The Caring Connection ministry was initiated by the leadership of Holy Shepherd after determining a need for 
the people of the church to have a sense of being connected to the church during the Pandemic when the 
building was closed and people were advised to avoid meetings, church attendance and social contacts.

An initial meeting was held on July 22, 2020 when Meredith Lusby, Pat Mohrbacher and I met with Pastor 
Michael via Zoom to discuss the need and ways people could make connections through by telephone.  All of 
us in the group had made telephone calls to our siblings in Christ as volunteers when asked in early April.  
There were varying response to the initial calls but there was a recognition that connections could be made 
through the calls.  We identified skill sets that Betty Morris and Marian Werning had and they were added to 
our team.  

New Ministry!
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A second Zoom meeting was held on August 5.  We had begun identifying individuals who had demonstrated a 
caring and compassionate behavior to others and a personality that allowed them to reach out.   We reviewed 
the lists of people we had identified and with Pastor’s Michael guidance and the shared relationships that the 
other 4 people on the team had developed over many years of attendance at Holy Shepherd, we identified a 
core group of callers.  

Following that meet we each took a group of names from this list and we identified a list of folks who were 
willing to be callers for this group.  We started out with over 40 people who were willing to be callers.  A few 
have needed to bow out but others have joined us.  We currently have 43 active callers.  

During August the name of the group was decided to be the Caring Connection.  We spent the month developing 
Guidelines and Covenants and assigning callers a number of people to call.  

We met on August 24th and were able to finalize plans to get the materials to people.  On August 7th the 
materials readied by Meredith, Pat and Marian met with Donna Madsen.  Copies were made, envelopes stuffed 
with a Cover Letter, a Covenant to be read, signed and returned, Guidelines to help initiate connections and a list 
of people to be called and packets were sent out to the callers.  

We had our first support group zoom meeting for our callers on October 7th.  Most people had already begun 
calling and establishing relationships.  We expressed our sincere appreciation for the efforts made and reviewed 
the need for confidentiality, answered questions and helped people develop some strategies to reach the people 
who do not answer phones or return phone calls.  People responded that they liked having the support meetings 
and that monthly would be appreciated.  We used small and large group format and had good input from the 
callers.  

A second support meeting was held on October 28th and a third on December 3.  Challenges remain in reaching 
people.  Some people who use their phones to screen calls are often not able to understand either who the 
caller is or the reason for the calls.  Christmas cards were suggested and Chrissie Johnson agreed to work with 
Ann to determine a methodology to get cards out to the people who are most isolated.  The Pastors and Donna 
Madsen identified 22 people who really needed to receive cards.  Cross referencing these names with our list of 
people being called identified only one person who is not on a caller’s list.  A quick arrangement with Marian 
who had talked with her initially and she has now received a card.  An e-mail has been sent to our callers with 
the list of the more isolated individuals and callers have been encouraged to send cards to their folks, especially 
those on the identified list.  Any callers who, for any reason, will not be able to send out cards are to call Chrissie.  
She already has a list of folks who have volunteered to send out more cards.  If any people are identified who 
need multiple cards, Chrissie will again coordinate that with our volunteer card-senders.  

We have scheduled the first support meeting for 2021 with a zoom meeting scheduled for January 13th.  A Save-
the Date e-mail has been sent to the callers and a call is being made to the one caller who doesn’t have e-mail 
capabilities.  

We have been active as a group for over 3 months now and believe that the group has achieved its goal of 
making a connection with our people.  We know that the connection will require continued efforts to keep going 
and to this point all of our callers appear more than ready to make those efforts.  
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Trust Committee

December 2020

We would like to reintroduce the Trust Committee to the congregation and let you know that funds are 
available for the upcoming year.

Trust committee history and organization

Under the original 1987 Trust Agreement for Holy Shepherd, the purpose of the trust is ”enhancement of the 
work of the church by establishing new ministries and stewardship opportunities additional to and apart from 
the general operation of the church.”

The trust has two funds:  Perpetual and Memorial.   The perpetual fund currently contains money dedicated by 
the donors for this fund and two life insurance policies from former members carried at cash surrender value.  
In addition to the life insurance policies, the funds are in checking accounts or mutual funds.  The principal of 
the perpetual fund can only be spent with the approval of the congregation.  

The Memorial Fund consists of funds donated in memory of individuals.   The assets for this fund are in 
checking accounts and mutual funds.  Memorials are two types: 

1. Restricted (monies can only be used for purposes designated by the family of the deceased).  Also, a 
small portion of the restricted funds is designated for scholarships and sabbaticals.    

2. Unrestricted.  These monies may be used for projects that benefit HS and projects that support HS’s 
broader goals, as stated in the original Trust Agreement.  Suggestions for projects are encouraged from 
the congregation. A copy of the request form is attached.

The Trust Committee reviews and approves requests for the use of the unrestricted memorial funds. 

The Trust Fund is managed by a minimum of five trustees (HS members), plus one non-voting pastor.  The 
current members are Pastor Michael TeKrony, Del Holz, Gerry Scholten, Shirley Bradsby, Carol Rossini, and Gail 
Skaggs. The committee is using two certified investment advisors for investment advice. They are Jackie 
Johnson (congregation member) and Tina Kvitek (ELCA Rocky Mountain Synod staff member).  

Income into and disbursal from funds in 2020

Gifts were made to the Memorial Fund in memory of Rachel Smith, Nadine Lloyd, Dorothy Woessner, Dick 
Dolan, Eric Hildebrand, Kari Sabo, and Donald Johnson.  The Trust Committee disbursed funds for the 
professional cleaning of the carpet in the Fellowship Hall.
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Attachment C, Request for Funds
Holy Shepherd Trust Committee Guidelines

November 2020

Name: _____________________________________________________          Date: ______________

Type of Request: Individual Member __________
Standing Committee __________

Amount Requested:  _____________________________

Timing of Request (when funds are needed): _____________________________

Type of Payment: Lump Sum _____________
Installment _____________

If installment, requested timing and amount: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Please provide a brief description of how the project funds are to be applied.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Please provide a brief benefit statement in supporting the church’s mission.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Please attach any estimate forms, invoices, etc., documenting the requested amount.
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MEMBERSHIP STATISTICS - 2020

Transferred or Released

Dana and Lisa Anderson (12/14/20)

Deaths

Richard McCullough (3/29/20), Dorothy Woessner (5/6/20), Richard (Dick) Dolan (6/28/20)

Eric Hildebrand (8/29/20), Elva Pederson (9/24/2020), Don Johnson (10/16/2020)

Baptisms

Junia Mae Steitz (7/30/20)

New Members

Pastor Courtney & Andy Steitz (2/11/20)

Lindsey Bosak Simmons & Hailey (5/4/20)

Parochial Report
Holy Shepherd Lutheran Church

December 31, 2020

Membership Information Baptized  

Membership at end of 2019 419

Membership Gains During 2020
Members Received:

Baptism of Children 1
Baptism/Confirmation of Adults 0
Affirmation of Faith 0
Transfer 4

Total New Members Received 5

Existing Baptized Members Confirmed in 2020
Confirmation of Children 

(parents are members)  0
Confirmation of Children

(parents are non-members)
Confirmation of Adults 0

Total Baptized/Confirmed Gains 5

Members Removed During 2020
Death 6    
Released by Request 0
Transfer 2
Statistical Adjustment 8

Total Membership Removed 16

BAPTIZED/CONFIRMED MEMBERSHIP AS OF 2020       408

2015 Average Weekly Worship Attendance 235
2016 Average Weekly Worship Attendance 245
2017 Average Weekly Worship Attendance 235
2018 Average Weekly Worship Attendance 213
2019 Average Weekly Worship Attendance 204
2020 Average Weekly Worship Attendance
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A narrative budget tells the story of Holy Shepherd’s mission and service specific to how this community 
of faith is living out the vision God has called us to.  It connects every dollar to a mission and is designed 

to show a picture of how your gift impacts this community inside and outside the walls of HSLC.  We 
want to reiterate that this is not a complete picture of the abundant giving that happens here. There is 

much that can not be measured in dollars that has a healing impact on others, is a service to the 
community and a light shining in the darkness.  As we continue to listen for God’s encouragement of 

living life abundantly, we hope that is reflected in the work done in and through Holy Shepherd. 

Narrative Budget
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 Dec 2019  Dec 2020  Dec 2019  Dec 2020

10,697 11516

4,558 4589 41,652 41,652

15,255 16,105 52,366 52,366

94,018 94,018

12,177 12530

9,325 10132 33,185 39,982

28,158 31926

34,541 37209 1,647 1,647

84,201 91,797 6,547 6,547

18,074 18,074

27,795 27,795 26,268 26,268

24,571 24,571  

52,366 52,366

1,649 0  

153,471 160,268 153,471 160,268

CASH IN BANK ACCOUNTS

INS #44133492

Assets

WELLS FARGO

ELCA MISS INVEST

Life Insurance Cash Value

Perpetual Fund Equity

Liabilities & Equity

Total  Temp Restricted

 

Total Permanenly Restricted

Total Equity

  Unrestricted Funds

Temporarily Restricted Funds 

Memorials  Undedicated

Huebner Scholarship Fund 

Other Scholarships  Fund

Total Assets 

GNMA investor

Inflation Protect

Total Index

Wellington

INS #44140282

Total Insurance

Due from Gen Fd

Vanguaed Funds

Total Vanguard Funds

     2012  

     usage Savings

Loan Payments Payments Net Cost and or (cost) total

Year Payments to Xcel from Xcel Electricity cost yearly savings

2013 3314 315 -654 2975 2670 -305 -305

2014 19884 178 -8392 11670 22451 10781 10476

2015 19884 4809 -8649 16044 21315 5271 15747

2016 19884 3715 -10074 13525 20598 7073 22820

2017 19884 4254 -8805 15333 21830 6497 29317

2018 19884 3893 -8885 14892 20781 5889 35206

2019 19884 4544 -8625 15803 20403 4600 39806

2020 19884 4075 -8980 14979 22583 7604 47410

Additional mortgage payments have been made and not reflected in above computations.

on the amount of sunshine we have each year.

Based on payments from Xcel the field is producing at about same rate as first year

SOLAR SAVINGS BY YEAR

For the first time utility rates are higher than 2014 the first full year of the system.

The 2012 usage and cost is based on consumption in 2012, the last full year before 

The 2012 usage and cost is based on consumption in 2012, the last full year before 

Savings fluxuated in 2014 and 2015 due to rate changes.

Monthly mortgage payments are $1657.

End of year mortgage balance is $102,685

Solar field was turned on late October of 2013

Following are the yearly results of this project.

the solar field was installed. This consumption amount was the billed at current rates.

In fact this is the second highest production we have had. Of course that is really dependent 

Trust Fund Balance Sheet 
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Gift Policy 
Holy Shepherd Lutheran Church Trust Committee

December 2020

This policy outlines what types of assets are acceptable as gifts to Holy Shepherd, above and beyond pledges and 
offerings that are intended to address the operating budget, and how they will be distributed.  Holy Shepherd is 
fortunate to receive gifts that support our mission, and the Trust Committee promises to practice good 
stewardship of these treasures.  

When Holy Shepherd receives a gift, the following guidelines will apply.

Types of Gifts that Can Be Accepted
1. Cash
2. Publicly traded securities
3. Life insurance policies

All other gifts (real estate, vehicles, jewelry, art, etc.)  will be reviewed by the Council.  Council will determine 
whether these gifts must be converted to cash by the donor or the donor’s personal representative.  

Distribution of Gifts
Any gift will be distributed according to the donor’s wishes.   If the donor does not specify how to distribute a 
gift, then the following guidelines will apply:

1. Any undesignated gift of $2500 or less will go to the Memorial Unrestricted Fund.   The Trust Committee 
will determine whether to distribute the money to projects proposed by members of the congregation.

2. Any undesignated gift over $2500 will be distributed as follows:
a. 80% to the Perpetual Fund.  The principal of the Perpetual Fund can be spent only with 

congregational approval; however, income, such as dividends and interest, are transferred to the 
Memorial Unrestricted Fund for distribution by the Trust Committee.

b. 10% to the  Rocky Mountain Synod.
c. 10% to the Memorial Restricted.  If the donor does not specify how it is to be spent within 24 

months, the gift will be moved to Memorial Unrestricted Fund.  The Trust Committee determines 
how funds in the Memorial Unrestricted Fund will be distributed.

Any changes to this policy must be approved by the congregation.



Holy Shepherd Annual Congregation Meeting
Minutes – January 26, 2020

Call to Order: The meeting was called to order by President Jamie Malone at 12:14 PM and a quorum of 91 was 
declared.

Welcome and Recap: President Jamie Malone acknowledged all of the hard work the Congregation 
accomplished this past year including service, call of the new Pastors, and refreshing several documents.  
President Malone issued a challenge that Holy Shepherd keep pushing forward.

Video: Why are you engaged in ministry?  

Budget: Scott Ikenberry presented the budget for 2020 and reviewed last year’s finances.
Review of 2019 Actual Income and Expenses:

 Gross operating income increased in 2019 to $551,000 from $526,000 in 2018
 Operating expenses decreased in 2019 to $534,000 from $535,000 in 2018.
 The net change between years was $26,549 – from ($9,500) net loss to $17,000 net income.  
 Personnel costs were lower in 2019, primarily due to Mary Biefel’s retirement.
 Administrative Expenses were higher in 2019, primarily due to a new file server for the office.
 In addition to our regular giving, we had supplemental giving in the following areas:

1. An additional $9,000 was received in 2019 from our September 2018 HVAC special fundraiser.  
In all we raised $70,000 which covered 98% of our cost.
2. $9,800 was given for Family Promise, including $2,053 for Down for Dreaming.  We spent 
$7,150 for new carpet in the Multipurpose room.
3. Over $11,000 was given for various items on our Wish List. $4,600 was used for admin building 
renovation; $2,400 for hand bell refurbishing; $1,100 for a defibrillator; $962 for TV and Blue Ray 
cords for the Multipurpose room.

Review of 2020 Budget Expenses:
 Mission allocation will remain at 10 % of the Receipts to Meet Budget in 2020.
 2020 Salaries for Co-Pastors Michael and Courtney will remain at the 2019 levels approved by the 

congregation when they were called last summer and fall.
 All other personnel compensation was reviewed by Pastor Michael and Winston Herbert (our Council 

Personnel head).  Increases ranged from 3% and 3.5%.
 We have budgeted for a new part-time Property Administrator/Manager to coordinate inspections and 

regular maintenance and repair of HVAC systems, elevator, snow removal, sprinklers & landscape, etc.  
Could also assist with new security system installations.

 Evangelism budget for 2020 includes funds for Community Outreach.
 We have included 2020 funding for our Stewardship for all Seasons program.

Review of Balance Sheet at December 31, 2019:
 Operational cash over Reserve liabilities was up $24,000 due to Giving exceeding Expenses.
 Our Building Mortgage was paid down a total $87,464 in 2019, which included additional principal 

payments of $37,000.  Balance at end of year was $90,532. An additional principal. Payment of $15,000 
was made in January 2020.

 Our Solar Energy System Loan was paid down $17,508 in 2019, which included $4,000 of additional 
principal payments.

Narrative Budget: Pastor Michael TeKrony presented the HLC 2020 Narrative Budget.  See attachment.  

Gift Planning: Pastor Michael also presented on the Large Gift Planning Policy that has begun and will continue.  
Holy Shepherd has received a special gift of $252,000 from susan Gourley Estate bequest in late 2019.
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Video: Pastor Courtney Steitz provided an explanation on why we are showing videos as a way to represent 
the Holy Spirit at our Annual Meeting.  The second video shown was: How do you see God at work?

Minutes: The minutes of the January 27, 2019, Annual Congregation Meeting were motioned for approval by 
Winston Herbert, seconded by Don Threkheld and passed without opposition.

Elections:
 Trust Committee: Chairperson Emily Parkhurst acknowledged the outgoing Trust Committee members: 

Secretary Jane Walker, Treasurer Gaylord Stumm, and Chairperson Emily Parkhurst.  Continuing serving 
members: Del Holz, Shirley Bradsby, and Gerald Scholten.  Carol Rossini and Gail Skaggs were nominated 
by Emily Parkhurst and seconded by Bob Gordon.  The motion passed.

 Council: Jackie Johnson motioned to elect the three new officers, Wanda Carlson seconded the motion.
Diane Klinkerfues was elected President.
Judy Eckberg was elected Secretary.
Jen Kurtz was elected to serve as a Vision Team Rep.

 Synod Assembly, Lisa Tomlinson and Gavin Tomlinson were nominated to serve on Synod Assembly.  
Jamie Malone nominated and Don Threkheld seconded the motion.  Lisa and Gavin were elected to 
serve on Synod Assembly

Budget: Motion to pass the budget by Don Threkheld and seconded by Bob Gordon.  Discussion: Larry Bradsby 
discussed Thrivent Dollars being directed to Holy Shepherd.  The Congregation voted without opposition and 
passed the Budget for 2020.

Video: What are your hopes for Holy Shepherd?

Thank you: Pastor Michael did a thank you to all those who participated in the video series.  
 Kevin Klinkerfues mentioned the King Soopers rewards card charity assignment (as mentioned by the 

Bradsbys).  The Bradsbys will assist anyone with signing up for the rewards program.  Paula Freeman 
asked about how much Holy Shepherd has received.  Scott Ikenberry 2016 and 2017 each about $8,400 
and in 2019 about $5,000. This money goes to principle payments on the mortgage.  

 We officially thank Emily Parkhurst for all of the ways she has tirelessly and faithfully served HSLC on 
council and in music.   We pray for her and thank her, despite her loyalty to the Patriots.

 Recognition to outgoing officers: Jamie Malone, Emily Parkhurst and Fellowship Chairs Wanda Carlson 
and Pat Scholten were acknowledged for their work.  The Congregation purchased a herd of goats out of 
the ELCA gifts for good in the leaders’ names as a thank you.  Goats are emblematic of the leaders 
because goats stay together, are a continuing gift that replenishes (and, unintentionally, because Tom 
Brady is the GOAT).

Closing: Pastor Courtney presented a stirring closing to our Annual meeting including the invitation to Holy 
Shepherd.  God is not done doing God’s work at Holy Shepherd, in Lakewood, in Colorado, or in the World.   

Adjournment: Newly elected President Diane Klinkerfues adjourned the meeting at 1:16 PM.
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Holy Shepherd Council & Staff     2020

Executive Team
Diane Klinkerfues, President* 

Sue Scott, Vice President*
Jen Kurtz, Personnel*

Judy Ekberg, Secretary*
Scott Ikenberry, Finance*

Vision Team
Kevin Klinkerfues*, Larry Lagerberg, Diane Klinkerfues, Tanja Warnick

*Congregational Council Members

STAFF OF HOLY SHEPHERD

Co-Pastor, Courtney Steitz
Co-Pastor Michael TeKrony

Ministry Partner, Karen Novess
Secretary, Donna Madsen

Organist, Dana Anderson (retired April 5, 2020)
Organist/Accompanist, Jordan Ortman (Hired September 6, 2020)

Property Manager, Kevin Klinkerfues (Hired Aug. 23, 2020)
Director, Chancel & Hand Bell Choirs, Dave Gleason

Director, Praise Team, Diane Klinkerfues
Director, Prime Time Choir, Ron Skabo
Sound Technician, Carmine Gabbianelli

Nursery Attendants, Pat Braden, Mark Herhold
Wednesday Night Life Chef, Annette Gillcrist

Custodian, Larry Lagerberg


